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Controlled diffusion problems with classical cost structures (ergodic, discounted, 
etc.) are considered when finitely many additional cost functionals of the same type 
are required to lie in prescribed intervals. Existence of an optimal Markov control 
is proved by convex analytic methods. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [Z, 3, 171 Beutler and Ross consider the problem of controlling a 
finite Markov chain with the “ergodic” or “long run average” cost criterion 
when finitely many additional cost functionals, also of the ergodic type, are 
required to lie in prescribed intervals. They prove existence of suitably 
randomized Markov controls which are optimal. In [9] Borkar generalizes 
these results considerably to a much wider class of state and action spaces 
and cost criteria by using convex analytic methods. This paper gives 
the corresponding development for controlled nondegenerate diffusions. 
Although the results and the broad outline of their proofs closely mimic 
those of [9], they differ in important technical details. 
The paper is organized as follows: We introduce the notation and the 
ergodic cost problem in Section 2. This is the “typical” problem we discuss 
at length. The “ergodic occupation measure” is defined and convexity and 
extremality properties of attainable sets of such measures are studied in 
Section 3. Section 4 introduces the constrained problem mentioned above 
and derives the existence of an optimal Markov control by convex analytic 
means. Section 5 gives a bare sketch of the corresponding developments for 
other cost criteria. Details are skipped as they would parallel those for the 
ergodic problem very closely with little new insight added. We conclude the 
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section and the paper with an example which exhibits the dependence of 
the problem on initial data for all except the ergodic cost criteria. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a compact metric space and U= P(V), the space of probability 
measures on I’ with Prohorov topology, i.e., the topology of weak 
convergence. Let 
rn(.,.)=[rn,(*;) )...) md(.,.)]T:RdXV-+Rd 
4.)= CC~~(~)ll~ 1 <i,j<d: Rd-+ Rdxd 
be bounded continuous maps such that ti is Lipschitz in its first argument 
uniformly with respect to the second and c is Lipschitz with the least eigen- 
value of aoT(. ) uniformly bounded away from zero ; i.e., there exists a 
constant 2 > 0 such that Ila’x\l 2 > 1 IIxI(~. Define 
m(.,.)=[m,(.,.) )...) md(.,.)]T:RdxU+Rd 
by 
Let X( .) be an R”-valued process given by the controlled stochastic 
differential equation 
dX(t) = n&Y(t), u(t)) dt + 0(X(t)) dW(t), t>O 
-w)=~o, 
(2.2) 
where X,, is a prescribed random variable, W( -) = [ W,( .), . . . . I#‘,( .)I’ is a 
standard Wiener process independent of X,,, and u( .) is a U-valued process 
satisfying: For t > s b y, W(t) - W(S) is independent of u(z), z Q y. The 
process u( .) as above is called an admissible relaxed control. If u( .) = 
u(X( .)) for a measurable u: Rd -+ U, we call it a relaxed Markov control. 
Under such a control (2.2) admits a unique strong solution which is a 
Feller process [18]. Hence relaxed Markov controls are admissible. By 
abuse of terminology, the map u itself is referred to as a relaxed Markov 
control. If u( .) = 6,,, for a measurable u( .): lRd + V, then u( .) (or u( .)) is 
called a Markov control. A relaxed Markov control u is called stable if the 
corresponding process X( .) is positive recurrent and thus has a unique 
invariant measure q [u] [4]. Following [ 10, 111 we impose a Lyapunov- 
type stability condition to ensure that all relaxed Markov controls are 
stable. For any f~ W:;:(lRd), p 3 2, let 
Oikajk(x) z, (2.3) 
1 / 
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and for any relaxed Markov control u, 
(L”f)(X) = J, (Jcf)(x, Y) u(x, &I. (2.4) 
The Lyapunov-type condition we use is the following: 
Assumption A. There exists a twice continuously differentiable function 
w  : Rd + R + satisfying 
0) limllzrll + m w(x)= +cc uniformly in (/x/I, 
(ii) There exist a > 0, s0 > 0 such that whenever l/xl/ > a 
Lw(x, u) < -Eg for all u E V 
and 
llvwll* > A-‘&,, 
where ,I is the ellipticity constant of CJ~~, 
(iii) SOTSIWd(I~T(~)V~(~)I12f-‘d/2 exp( - C4 (Ix - yJ/ ‘/t) dx dt < cc for all 
T> 0, where C4 is a constant as in Lemma 3.1 [lo]. 
As a consequence of the above assumption all relaxed Markov controls 
are stable and the set Z= (q [v] : v a relaxed Markov control} is a compact 
subset of 9( Rd). For details see [ 10, 111. We mention the main points 
here. Let Br, B2 c !Rd be concentric balls centred at the origin and with 
radii rr, r2, respectively, where we choose r2 > rl > a such that for some 
a, > 0, {x : w(x) < a, } is nonempty and contained in B, . Define the extended 
real valued stopping times 
t,=inf{t>O:X(t)~aB,} 
5, = inf(t a’s,: X(t)e8B2} 
z n+l =inf{t><,:X(t)EaB,} 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . Let u be a relaxed Markov control and X( .) the corre- 
sponding process with initial law supported on 8B,. It has been shown in 
[lo] that E[t,J, E[zi] < co for all i with 71 = 0. Then X(7,), i= 1,2, . . . . is 
a JB,-valued Markov chain having a unique invariant probability measure 
(say, q). The measure q E S( I@) given by 
with law (X(O))= q, coincides with ~[v]. In particular u is stable. The 
compactness of Z follows from Theorem 3.1 of [lo]. 
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Let k : Rd x V + R + be a continuous function called the cost function. In 
the ergodic control problem we seek to as. minimize 
lim infl ’ , _ o. t s, j, W(s), Y) u(s, 4~) ds (2.5) 
over all admissible relaxed controls. An admissible relaxed control is said 
to be optimal if it a.s. minimizes (2.5). Let u be a relaxed Markov control. 
Define ~[o] EC? (Rdx I’) as 
/4~l(dx, &) = vCul(dx) 4x, 4). (2.6) 
~[v] is called the ergodic occupation measure for u. For a Markov control 
u( .) = 6,,.,, the corresponding occupation measure is denoted by ~(u}. Let 
G = {~[a] : u relaxed Markov}. By Assumption A, Z is compact and since 
V is compact, it follows that G is tight. In view of Theorem 4.1 of [lo] the 
ergodic control problem is equivalent to minimizing 
s 4x, Y) AIul(dx, dy) Rdx v (2.7) 
over G. 
We now introduce the ergodic control problem with constraints. Let 
ki: RdX v-+ R,, 1~ i<m, be prescribed continuous functions and 
Bi? aiER+, 1 < id m, prescribed numbers with j?; d IX,. The aim of the 
constrained problem is to minimize (2.7) over all relaxed controls v 
satisfying the constraints 
Let G’ c B(Rdx V) denote the set of ~[u] in G for which (2.8) holds, 
assumed to be nonempty. Our goal is to show the existence of an optimal 
Markov control for this constrained problem. 
3. CONVEXITY AND EXTREMALITY FOR OCCUPATION MEASURES 
In this section, we derive the convexity and extremality properties for 
occupation measures for the ergodic problem. 
Let u be a relaxed Markov control, X( .) the process controlled by v, and 
~[a] the corresponding invariant measure. Note that 
j ~(1, y, x1 vCol(&) dx, 
> 
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where p( ., ., .) is the transition density of X( .) under v. (The existence of 
p( .,.,.) follows from Theorem 4, p. 66, of [12].) Thus ~[v] itself has a 
density which we denote by d[v](. ). As before, let 
LEMMA 3.1. G is compact and convex. 
Proof: Let vr and v2 be two relaxed Markov controls and 0 d a < 1. Let 
o be a relaxed Markov control defined as 
v(x) =41(x) VI(x) + (1 -a) $2(x) h(x) 
ah(x) + (1 -a) h(x) ’ 
(3.1) 
where d1 = ~[v,], & = ~[vJ. Let 4(x) = a#l(x) + (1 -a) &(x) and 
q(dx) = d(x) dx. Let f~ Cr(E@). It is easy to see that 
LAX) = 
adl(x) L,f(x) + (1 -a) 42(x) -W(x) 
ah(x) + (1 -a) h(x) 
Since bi, i = 1, 2, are densities of v] [vi], we have 
J L,f(x) di(x) dx = 0, i= 1, 2 for all fE C,“(Rd). 
Therefore 
J W(X) d(x) dx = a J LAXI h(x) dx + (1 -a) 
x J L,f(x) h(x) dx = 0. 
Hence d = d[v] and q = ~[v]. Thus 
A-vl(dx, dv) = vlC~l(dx) 0(x, dy) 
= 4Cvl(x) dx 4x2 dy) 
= a4,(x) dx v,(x, dy) + (1 -a) c&(x) dx VAX, d.) 
= wC~Il(d.)c, dy) + (1 -a) pLcuJ(dx, &I. 
The convexity of G follows. Now let u, be a sequence of relaxed Markov 
controls such that ~[v,] -+ u for some u E B(R”x V). Let v* be the image 
of u under the projection Rdx V+ Rd. Then clearly r[v,J -+ o* in P(Rd). 
Disintegrate u as o(dx, dy) = o*(dx) v&x, dy). Now j Ifdp[v,] = 0 for 
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n 2 1, f smooth with compact supports. Hence j Lf dv = 0 as well. Then it 
follows from Lemma 2.1 of [lo] that u* = ~[v,]. Hence u = p[oU]. Thus G 
is closed. Since it is tight, it is compact. 
As before, let I= (q[v] : ~1 a relaxed Markov control}. Then by Assump- 
tion A, I is compact in 9’(Rd) endowed with Prohorov topology (See 
Theorem 3.1 of [lo]). 
LEMMA 3.2. I is a compact subset of .?J’(Rd) in total variation norm. 
Proof. Let {~[v,~]} b e a sequence in I and q[ u, ] a weak limit point 
of {~[v,,]} in Y(Rd) as n + co. For n = 1, 2, . . . . co, let Xn( .) be controlled 
by v, with initial law ~[v,]. For n = 1, 2, . . . . 03, let p”(t, X, y) denote the 
transition density for P(t). Then for each t 
s P’Yt, Y, xl vCv,l(dy) = 4Cv,l(x), n = 1 2, . . . . co. 
We show that d[v,] +d[v,] in L,(Rd) which in turn implies that 
~[v,] -+ ~[v,] in total variation. For n = 1, 2, . . . . co, XE Rd, p”(t, x, .) 
satisfies the forward Kolmogorov equation and hence, by the estimates of 
Cl12 
G~[u,I(L’)~ C,t-“* lexp(-C,lly-xll’/t) q[v,](dx), (3.2) 
for 0 < t 6 T, T > 0, where Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are constants that may depend 
on T. Since {~[v,,] 1 is tight, 
sup 
,I 
is of the form 
C3 t -d’2 s exp( - C, )I y - XII ‘/t) p(dx) 
for some ~1 E Y( iI@) depending on y. In particular, it is finite. Analogous 
argument shows 
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Also for some K> 0 depending on t, C,, and p 2 1, but not on n, 
II 
P 
w-C411y-xl121t) sC5J~x) LP( Rd) 
= 
Nj 
exp( - C4 II Y - 41*/t) vCu,l(dx) 
> 
’ dy 
Using Theorem 1.1 (p. 419) of [13] we can find uniform Holder estimates 
on d[v,]( . ) on any bounded subdomain on Rd. The Holder constant 
depends on a suitable L, norm of this function on this domain, which is 
bounded uniformly in n in view of the foregoing, as is the function itself. 
Thus the family {d[u,](.)}, n > 1 is equicontinuous and pointwise 
bounded. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we may drop to a subsequence if 
necessary to conclude that $[u,]( .) + I,+( .) for some $( .) uniformly on 
compacts. By the uniform L, estimates above, the convergence is also in 
L,( KY’). Thus 
for all f E C,(@). But (3.3) certainly holds with 4[0,]( .) replacing $( .). 
Thus ~[u~](.)E$(.) and we are done. 
Let u be a relaxed Markov control such that 
u(x) = au,(x) + (1 -a) u*(x), 
where UE (0, 1) and ul, u2 are distinct relaxed Markov controls, i.e., 
differing on a set of strictly positive Lebesgue measures. 
LEMMA 3.3. p[u] is not an extreme point of G. 
Proof. We find relaxed controls 5,) a, and b E (0, 1) such that ~[u] = 
&[17,] + (1 - 6) ~[fiz]. It suffices to find h E (0, 1) and v”,, i7* satisfying 
u(x) = ~4Cv”,l(x) fiI(X) + Cl- 6) 4Cbl(x) fi*(x) 
&[I~, l(x) + (I- h) 4Cv”zl(x) . 
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Let R > 0 and let v:, i = 1,2, be relaxed Markov controls defined as 
v;(x) = 
v;(x), 1x1 <R 
v(x), 1x1 > R. 
Let 5, = v; and let u( .) be a given relaxed Markov control. Define v; via 
u(x) = au;(x) + (1 - a) vi(x) 
= MIv;lcx) G(x) + (1 -b) #Cul(x) 4(x) 
bT4l(x) + (1 -b) d[ul(x) ’ 
(3.4) 
In order to ensure that v;’ is a genuine relaxed Markov control, i.e., 
v; : W + P( I’) regardless of the choice of U, we must choose b E (0, 1) in 
such a way that 
bd4o;l(x) 
bdCv;l(x) + (1 -b) dCul(x) ‘a (3.5) 
for all x E W and all d[u]( .). For 1x1 > R, u;( .) = u( .) = u;‘( .) and therefore 
any choice of b suffices. For 1x1 <R, such a choice of b is guaranteed 
provided we show that inf,,,), ,,Xi, S R 4 [u] (,x) > 0. Suppose that, if possible, 
the above inlimum is zero. Let {x,} be a sequence in BR = {x E [Wd ( 1x1 < R} 
and {~[KJ(.)> a sequence of densities such that $[u,](x,) -+ 0 as n + co. 
Let x,+x, as n + co. In view of the proof of Lemma 3.2 there exists a 
relaxed Markov control U, such that d[u,]( .) --+ d[u,]( .) uniformly on 
compacts. Thus #[u,](x,) + ~[u,](x,) = 0, which is impossible in view 
of the estimate of the type (3.2). Thus for all x and all u we can choose a 
b E (0, 1) satisfying (3.5) for all u. Fix such a b. Given a relaxed Markov 
control U, we obtain another relaxed Markov control Y;’ via (3.4). Thus we 
have a map q [u] + ~[v;] from Z to I. Our goal is achieved if we show that 
the above map has a fixed point. Consider B(iRd) endowed with total 
variation norm topology. Zc P( W’) is clearly convex. By Lemma 3.2 it is 
compact. It is not hard to show that the map q[u] -+ yl[v;] is continuous. 
Indeed, let {y~[u,]} be a sequence in Z such that ~[u,] +~[u~]. Let 
v, = v;,,, n = 1, 2, . . . . co, be the corresponding vi obtained from (3.4) by 
replacing d[u] with #[u,]. As in Lemma 3.2, d[u,] + 4[u,] uniformly on 
compacts and in L,(lRd). For gECb([Wdx I’) andfELI(W’), 
j-J(x) iv g(x> .I du,(x) dx -,j-/4 iv Ax, .) dumb) dx.
Therefore v, + v, in the space of relaxed Markov controls endowed with 
the topology described in [8]. Recalling that {r~[v,] } forms a tight set, we 
drop to a subsequence if necessary and assume that n[v,,] -+ )1 in 9([Wd). 
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Let X”(.) be the diffusions controlled by v, with initial law = ~[u,], 
n = 1,2, . . . . Using the arguments leading to Theorem 4.1 in [8], it follows 
that Xn( .) -+ X( .), where A’( .) is controlled by v, with the initial law ye. 
(Note that the arguments of [S] are for a fixed initial condition. However, 
they adapt easily to “tight” initial conditions as here.) Since Y(.) are 
stationary, so is A’(.), i.e., ii= r][v,]. Thus ~[v,,] + ~[v,] in 9(W’). Using 
the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can show that 
q[v,] + rj[v,] in total variation. Thus by the Schauder fixed point 
theorem [14, p. 3211 the map ~[u] -+ ~[u;] has a fixed point. In other 
words there exists a relaxed Markov control u; such that 
v(x) = WC4lb) ~;@I + (1-b) 4t-~;l(x) G(x) 
&L-41(x) + (1 -h) OC4l(x) u;(x) . 
Since u; # u on a set of strictly positive measures for sufficiently large R, 
vi #vi on this set. Thus 
as desired. 
PCVI = bPC4 I+ (1 -b) Prv;l 
THEOREM 3.4. The set of ergodic occupation measures G is a closed 
conuex subset of ~(52“ x V) and each of its extreme points is an ergodic 
occupation measure for a Markov control. 
ProoJ Theorem 3.4 follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. 
The following theorem has been proved in the appendix of [7] in the 
context of controlled Markov chains. The proof is valid for controlled 
diffusions also. However, we reproduce it here for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 3.5. If the ergodic control problem has an optimal relaxed 
Markov control it also has an optimal Markov control. 
ProoJ: Let u( .) be an optimal relaxed Markov control. Let Rd= Rdu 
{co} be the one point compactification of Rd. The set G c 9(Rd x V) may 
be viewed as a subset of P(Rd x V) by identifying each element of 
S(@x V) with that element of .??(P’x V) which restricts to it on Rdx V 
and assigns zero mass to { cc } x K Let G be the closure of G in P( Rd x V). 
Viewing ~[u] as an element of G, we note that Choquet’s theorem [16] 
implies that ~[v] is the barycentre of a probability measure m supported 
on the extreme points of G. Since ~[v] assigns zero mass to {co} x k’, m 
assigns zero mass to the extreme points of G that are not extreme points 
of G. Letting G, denote the set of extreme points of G, 
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If there are no v E G, such that 
jkdv=lkdp[v], (3.6) 
then there must exist a v E G, for which (3.6) holds with “=” replaced by 
“ < ,” contradicting the optimality of v. Thus there exists a v = ~[u] (say) 
in G, for which (3.6) holds. u is a Markov control by Theorem 3.4. The 
Markov control u( .) is thus optimal and we are done. 
Remark 3.6. In view of the main results of [lo], an optimal relaxed 
Markov control always exists under our “Lyapunov” condition making the 
“If” part above redundant. 
4. ERCODIC CONTROL PROBLEM WITH CONSTRAINTS 
In this section, results of the preceding section are applied to a 
constrained control problem fashioned after [2, 3, 161. As already 
remarked, the proofs mimic closely those of [9] for the Markov chain case. 
Recall the G’ = {~[v] : (2.8) holds}. G’ is assumed to be nonempty. It is 
clearly convex, since G is. We also assume that each {v 1 f ki dv > pi}, i < m, 
is closed. If each ki is bounded or /Ii < inf { ki dp[v] for each 1< i 6 m, then 
this assumption is automatically satisfied. Under our Lyapunov condition, 
G and hence G’ is compact in P( Iwd x V). The main result is based on a few 
preliminary lemmas. 
Let f~ C(P’x V) be bounded from below such that the set 
{vEGISfdv<co)isnonempty.ForsomeaEIW,letH=Gn{vISfdvda), 
assumed to be nonempty. Clearly H is closed and convex. Let ~[v] be an 
extreme point of H. Suppose it is not an extreme point of G itself, Then 
there exist distinct ~[v,,], ~[v,,] such that at least one of them (say 
~[vi,]) is not in H and ~[v] is a convex combination of the two. Suppose 
(~[u~r], P[vJ), ~[v,,] E G\H, is another pair for which this holds. 
In what follows, it will help to view G, G’ as subsets of the Banach space 
of signed measures on [Wd x V, denoted B( IWd x V). 
LEMMA 4.1. p[vii], 1 6 i, j d 2, are collinear. 
Proof Suppose not. Clearly 
jf&hJ > j-f&b1 >jf4G,zl 
(4.1) 
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Consider the rectangle formed by p[oii], 1 d i, j< 2, in B(Rd x V). The 
diagonals of the rectangle intersect at ~[u]. By (4.1), it is transversal to the 
hyperplane {vEB(R~x V)IJfdv=jfdp[~]}. Let ~[v’], ~[o”] denote the 
points of intersection of the line joining ,u[u,,] with ,u[u~~] (resp. ~[u,,] 
with p[u12]) with this hyperplane. (They must intersect by (4.1). Also, the 
intersections are in G by the convexity of G.) Then 
Thus ,u[u’], ~[u”] are in H. Since the intersection of the rectangle and the 
hyperplane is a line segment, ~[u] is a convex combination of ~[u’] and 
~[u”]. This contradicts the fact that ~[u] is an extreme point of H, proving 
the lemma. 
Thus all pairs of points in G satisfying: (a) at least one of them is not 
in H, and (b) ~[u] is a convex combination thereof, lie on a single straight 
line in B(Rdx V). Let Z denote the intersection of this line with G. Since 
G is compact, Z is a closed finite line segment. Let ~[ur], ,u[u~] denote its 
end points. 
LEMMA 4.2. p[ui], i = 1, 2, are extreme points of G. 
ProoJ: Suppose (say) y[ul] is not an extreme point of G. Then ~[ur] 
can be written as a convex combination of two distinct measures ~[ur,], 
~[u,,] in G. These cannot lie on Z because ~[ur] is an end point of Z. The 
claim now follows by arguments similar to those of the preceding lemma, 
with the triangle formed by p[u,r], ,u[uIz], ,u[u2 J replacing the rectangle 
there.= 
Now suppose that ~[v] is not an extreme point of G. Then it lies in the 
relative interior of Z. 
COROLLARY 4.3. For any v E Z, j f dv is finite and v is an extreme point 
ofH'=Gn{pljffp<jfdv}. 
ProoJ The claim is trivial for v = ~[u]. Suppose v # ~[u]. Then there 
exists a v’ E Z such that 
p[u] = bv’ + (1 - b)v 
for some b E (0, 1). Thus 
lfdp[u]=bjfdv’+(l-b)Jfdv<oo. 
The first claim follows. Suppose there exist distinct vr, v2 E H’ such 
that v = a’v, + (1 - a’) v2 for some a’ E (0, 1). Clearly vl, v2 must lie in 
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Gn (PI jf&=jfdv). Th en by arguments analogous to those of the 
above lemmas, ~[u] is seen to lie in the relative interior of the line segment 
formed by intersecting the hyperplane (p 1 j f dp = j f dv} with the triangle 
formed by vr, v2, and v’, leading to a contradiction. 
Let p{ u,}, i = 1, 2, be the end points of 2, where uI and uz are Markov 
controls. It suffices to consider the case when they are distinct. (If not, ~[u] 
is an extreme point of G and there is nothing left to be done.) Thus for 
some QE (0, 1) 
From the proof of Lemma 3.1, it is clear that we may take u(x) to be a 
convex combination of 6,,(,, and ~5~~~~); i.e., there exists b(x) E [0, l] such 
that 
4x) = b(x) kq(x) + (1 -b(x)) kq(x). 
Let @RIR,o be a family of Markov controls defined as U, E u1 and for 
R > 0, UR(x) = u,(x), for llxll CR, =ur(x) otherwise. Also, set u;(x) = U,(X) 
for ((xJ\ CR, =u,(x) otherwise. 
LEMMA 4.4. p[iiR] E Z for all R 2 0. 
Proof. For 0 < R < R’, define two relaxed Markov controls u,, u2 as 
6 U,(X)? Ilxll d R 
UI(X) = 
i 
hq(.X)~ R < llxll <R’ 
u(x), II-4 > R’, 
u*(x) = 
i 
6 %(.T) IMI d R 
4q(.v), R < llxll Q R’ 
u(x), ll4I > R’. 
Then there exists CI(X)E [0, l] such that 
u(x) = a(x) VI(X) + (1 -a(x)) u*(x). 
Let .s>O be given. Define A,= {x I 1x1 <R’, a(x)>&}. Set 
u?(x) = h(X) 
on A, 
4x1 otherwise, 
u;(x) = h(X) on A, 
4x1 otherwise. 
Then there exist a&( .) E [0, l] such that 
u(x) = d(x) u?(x) + (1 -a”(x)) u;(x). 
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Clearly a’(x) = a( .) on A” and is arbitrary outside it. It can now be shown 
as in Lemma 3.3 that ,u[u] is a convex combination of vf and some other 
relaxed Markov control v‘. (Note that in Lemma 3.3, a is a constant, but 
here a’(x) is a function of x. Therefore the proof of Lemma 3.3 needs a little 
modification: Choose b such that 
WC$l(x) 
W4l(x) + (1 -b) H-ul(x) G<E 
on A” for all d[u]. 
Such a b exists since it can be shown as in Lemma 3.3 that 
inf,, ).x E AC q5[u](x) > 0. Such a choice of b ensures that 
The rest of the proof goes through.) Therefore by Lemma 4.1 ~[o;] E Z. 
Similarly ~[v;] E Z. Now let E + 0. Then v; + u, and uz -+ v2. Therefore 
,u[u,], p[oz] E Z, since Z is closed. (The map v + ,~[a] E G has already 
been seen to be continuous.) Let R’ -+ 00. Then v, --t 6,; and v2 -+ 6,,. 
Therefore ,u[&], /~[ii~] E 2, and that completes the proof of the lemma. 
Consider Z as union of two closed line segments Z, and Z,, Z, being 
the line segment between ~{ui) and ,u[u] and Z, that between ~[a] and 
cl(uzJ. Let {~RIR,o be as before. Since iiR -+ u2 as R + co, 6,,-+ S,, in the 
topology of [8]. It follows that ,n[iiR] -,u[Uz]. Thus as R increases 
continuously from 0 to co, {~[~2,]}~~~ starts in Z, and continuously 
moves into Z,. Hence there exists R, > 0 such that p[UR,,] = ,u[o]. Thus we 
have proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.5. Each extreme point of H corresponds to p{u}, where u is 
a Markov control. 
Now note that the compactness of G and hence of G’ already guarantees 
the existence of an optimal relaxed Markov control in view of the obvious 
lower semicontinuity of the map 
VELF’(W’X I’)+-kdv. 
THEOREM 4.6. (a) The constrained problem has an optimal Markov 
control u. (b) If, in addition, G’ has a nonempty interior, there exist Ai, 
ti 2 0, 1 < i < m, such that the functional 
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attains its minimum on G at p{u}. Furthermore 
f (+-jk,dv)+5,(,k,dv+;))=O 
,=I 
Proof. Using Choquet’s theorem as in the proof of Theorem 3.4, one 
sees that the optimum occurs at an extreme point of G’. In turn, it is not 
difficult to see that the same also is an extreme point of a set of the type 
1 II V k, dv d (or >/ ) 6,,, 1 d n < 1 
for some {i, , . . . . i,}c{l,..., m},l<m,and {S ,,..., G,}c{ai,ji, l<i<m}. 
For I= 1, (a) above reduces to Theorem 4.5 For I = 2, replace G by 
Gn{vl jk,dv<&,) (or 3, as the case may be) 
and repeat the argument above to conclude. If we iterate the argument, (a) 
follows. Part (b) is a consequence of the Lagrange multiplier theorem 
(Theorem 1, pp. 217-218, [ 151). 
Remark 4.7. Under the conditions of the latter half of the theorem the 
analog of the “saddle-point statement” of Corollary 1, p. 219 [ 151 also 
holds, i.e., 
for all v E G and Ai, gj 3 0. 
5. OTHER COST CRITERIA 
We have thus far confined our attention to ergodic cost criterion. We 
now briefly discuss the corresponding results for other cost criteria. The 
crux of the derivation of the results for the ergodic cost criterion is based 
on the fact that 4[u] satisfies Ltd[u] =O. For other cost criteria this 
equation is replaced by other appropriate equations. 
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(a) Discounted Cost Criterion on the Infinite Horizon 
Let k: FY’x V-r R,, ki: Rdx V+ R,, 1 < i<m, be as before. Let A > 0. 
The constrained discounted cost problem consists of minimizing 
-“k(X(t), y) u(t, dy) dt 1 X(O) = x0 1 (5.1) 
over all admissible relaxed controls u( . ), where x0 E Rd and X( .) is 
controlled by u( .), subject to the constraints, 
B, 6 E jam e 
iI 
-“‘kJX(t), y) u(t, dy) dt 1 X(0) =x0 1 d c1,, (5.2) 
1 6 i < m. The objective is to show the existence of an optimal Markov 
control. 
Let u( .) be an admissible relaxed Markov control and A’( .) governed by 
u( .) with X(0) = X~E KY’. Define the discounted occupation measure for 
u( .) denoted by ,u’[u] as 
jfdp”[u] = E joa e 
C 
-“‘W(t), y) u(t, dy) dt 1 X(0) =x0 . 1 (5.3) 
Of course, ,u’[u] depends on x0. Let GA = {#[u] EM(R“x V) I u( .) an 
admissible relaxed control} and GM = {~[u] E M(tW’x V) I u( .) a relaxed 
Markov control}, where M(W’x V) is the space of finite nonnegative 
measures on RJx V with Prohorov topology. 
LEMMA 5.1. G, = Gy. 
Proof: Let u( .) be an admissible relaxed control and X( .) the corre- 
sponding controlled process with X(0) =x0. Let v be the image of $[u] 
under the projection W’x V+ Rd. Disintegrate #[u] as 
pL”blW, 4) = v(dx) U, dyh 
where x + u,(x, dy) : Rd + Y(V) is any representative of the appropriate 
regular conditional law. Let u’( .) = o,(X’( .), dy), X’( .) being controlled by 
u’(.) with X’(O)=x,. Then u’( .) defines a relaxed Markov control. Now 
one can argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [S] to conclude that 
$[u] = ~“[u’]. The desired result follows. 
In terms of pA[u], the constrained discounted cost problem is equivalent 
to minimizing 
I kdp”[u] (5.4) 
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over Gy, subject to 
Let c?? = {$[u] E GM ( (5.5) holds}. e,y is assumed to be nonempty. It is 
clearly convex. We also assume that each {v ) J kj dv > pi}d i 6 m, is closed. 
If each k, is bounded or /I, dinf, j k; dp”[u] for each i 6 idm, then this 
assumption is satisfied. Since Gy is compact [6], so is zi,y. 
Let u be a relaxed Markov control. For f E W2P(Rd), define 
Lif(x)= i m,(x, u(x)):+:. : 
a- 
r=l 1,J.k = 1 
cik(X) Ojktx) E,- Af(x). 
1 J 
Let $[u] be the image of #[Iv] under the projection lRdx I’+ Rd. By 
Krylov’s inequality [12, p. 661 it follows that $[u] is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rd and thus has a 
density @[VI. It can be shown that @[u] satisfies: For all f E C7(lRd), 
5 L: f(x) I”[u](x) dx = -f(xo). (5.6) 
The above equation plays exactly the same role for the discounted cost 
criterion as j L, f (x) #[u](x) dx = 0 does for the ergodic cost criterion. 
The convexity of GM follows in exactly the same way as that in Lemma 3.1. 
The compactness of G y in M(Rd x V) follows from [6]. Lemma 3.2 also 
holds here, but the proof needs some modification. Let ZA = (~“[u] : u a 
relaxed Markov control}. 
LEMMA 5.2. ZA is compact in M(Rd) in total variation. 
Proof. The proof closely mimics that of Lemma 3.2. In the ergodic case, 
we have used Aronson’s estimate [ 1 ] to derive uniform L,-estimate. Here 
uniform L,-estimate on @[u]( . ) directly follows from Krylov’s inequality 
[ 12, p. 661. In the proof of Lemma 3.2 we have used Holder estimates for 
parabolic equations to derive equicontinuity of #“[u]( .). In this case the 
governing equation is elliptic. However, mimicking the proof of Lemma 3.1 
of [S], we can show that for any bounded open set A such that 
A c Rd\(x,} there exists an CI > 0 and a KE (0, co) such that 
IdAblW - 4”Culb)l G KII Y- zll”, y,z~A (5.7) 
under any choice of relaxed Markov control u. Now let (#Co,] } be a 
sequence in I, and $[u,] a weak limit point of {$[u~]} in M(Rd) as 
n -+ co. (Note that by the result of [6] IA is compact in M(Rd) with 
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Prohorov topology.) We need to show that &[u,,] +@[u,] in L,(R”). 
The equicontinuity of {@[u,]} follows from (5.7). Again by (5.7) and the 
uniform &-estimate pointwise boundedness follows easily. Therefore using 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we can show that 
qP[u,] converges to &[u,] in L,(Rd). 
THEOREM 5.3. G,? is a compact convex subset of M( R“ x V) and each of 
its extreme points is the discounted occupation measure for a Markov 
control. 
In view of the foregoing and the developments of Section 4, it is clear 
that the results analogous to those in Section 4 hold for the discounted cost 
criterion as well. We omit the details. 
(b) Control up to First Exit Time 
Let D c Rd be a bounded open set with C2 boundary. Let x0 ED and 
u( .) be an admissible relaxed control. Let 
z=inf{t30 1 X(t)$D}, 
where X( .) is controlled by u( .) with X(0) =x0. Let k, k;: B x V-t R,, 
1 < i < m, be continuous functions. We seek to minimize 
E 
[I 




subject to the constraints 
Br GE Jr ki(J’(t), Y) u(t, dY) dt d ai, 
[ 
i = 1, . . . . m. (5.9) 
0 1 
Define the occupation measure up to an exit time pT[u] E M(D x V) as 
j’ fU-W. y) u(t, &I dl 3 1 f E C(d x V). 0 
Note that ~‘[u] depends on x0. We suppress this dependence for nota- 
tional convenience. Let 
G’= {p’[u]~M@x V)(u(.) an admissible relaxed control} 
Gk = (pT[o] E M(D x V) ( u(. ) a relaxed Markov control}. 
It has been shown in [S] that G’=Gh. In terms of ~‘[u] the control 
problem under consideration is equivalent to minimizing 
I k &‘Cul (5.10) 
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over G’, subject to 
B,4jk,dm4 bai, i = 1 , 2, . . . . m. (5.11) 
Let ~?a = (~‘[u] E G; I(5.11) holds}. We assume that c?L is nonempty. It 
is clearly convex. We also assume that each {v 1 j k, dv > pi}, id m, is 
closed. Then ~?a is compact. 
Let L: be a relaxed Markov control. Let r~‘[u] be the image of ~‘[u] 
under the projection lr x V--r D. From Krylov’s inequality [ 12, p. 521 it 
follows that ~‘[o] has a density #‘Co] with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure on Rd. It can easily be seen that d’[v] satisfies 
- i’ LWCol d-i =fhJ, fj’[u] =0 on cY~ (5.12) 
for f smooth with compact support in D. Using (5.12) we can show that 
Gh is convex. By the results of Section 3 of [S], given any open set A such 
that A c D\{.x,}, there exists an cx > 0 and a K E (0, co) such that 
I~‘[I~I(~)-~‘C~I(YY <Kllx-A”> x, YEA (5.13) 
under any choice of u. The L, estimate required is given by the inequality 
of [ 12, p. 521. Now we can mimic the foregoing developments to conclude : 
THEOREM 5.4. Gh is a compact conuex subset of M(B x V) and each of 
its extreme points is an occupation measure up to an exit time for a Markov 
control. 
In view of the above theorem, results analogous to those of Section 4 can 
be derived in the same fashion. 
(c) Finite Horizon Problem 
Let T>O. For an admissible relaxed control u( .), let X( .) be the 
controlled process with X(0) = x0. Let k, ki: [0, T] x Rd x V + R,, 
1 < i < m, be continuous functions. We seek to minimize 
D 
7 
E k(t, X(t), Y) u(t, 4) dt (5.14) 
0 1 
over all admissible relaxed controls u( .) subject to 
D 
T  
U,<E ki(t, x(t), Y) u(t, dy) dt 
0 1 d Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . . m. (5.15) 
Define ~‘[u] E M([O, T] x W’x V) by 
j‘rr(t,x(t),I.)U(f,d~)dt], 
0 
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for f E C,( [O, T] x [Wd x V). ~‘[u] is called the finite horizon occupation 
measure for u( .). Redefine “relaxed Markov” controls to be controls of the 
type u(t) = u(X(t), t), t > 0, for a measurable u : KY’ x (0, T) -+ U and a 
Markov control accordingly. Let 
GT = { pL’[u] 1 u an admissible relaxed control} 
CL = {~‘[u] ) v a relaxed Markov control}. 
As before we can show that G’=GL [6]. In terms of ~‘[u] the 
constrained finite horizon problem becomes : minimize 
s k 4’Cul (5.16) 
over GL subject to 
aid kidpT[ul <Pi, 
s 
1 <i<m. (5.17) 
Let c; = {~‘[u] E GL 1 (5.17) holds}. We assume that CL is nonempty. 
It is clearly convex. We also assume that each {v) J k, dv 5 a,), id m, is 
closed. Then CL is compact [6]. Let v be a relaxed Markov control. Let 
~‘[v] be the image of pL’[v] under the projection [0, T] x Rdx V+ 
[0, T] x Rd. By the inequality of [12, p. 663, qT[v] is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [O, T] x IWd and thus 
has a density #‘[v](t, X) which can be shown to satisfy the equation 
for all f E CF( [O, T] x IWd). Here, L,, = $ C,,i,k ojk(x) a,,(x)(a’/ax, ax,) + 
Cim,(x, u(x, t))(a/ax,). Then using (5.18) we can show, as before, that GL 
is convex. For the compactness of GL, see [6]. By using appropriate 
estimates on parabolic equations (as opposed to elliptic equations in the 
cases of discounted and exit time problems) as in the case of ergodic cost 
criterion, one can show the compactness of {q ‘[u] } in total variation 
norm. We omit the details for the sake of brevity. Thus we can obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5.5. GR is a compact convex subset of M( [0, T] x Rdx V) 
and each of its extreme points is a finite horizon occupation measure for a 
Markou control. 
Using the above theorem the program of Section 4 can be imitated to 
derive analogous results for the present case. 
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Remark 5.6. In the ergodic control problem the occupation measure 
does not depend on the initial condition. For other cost criteria it does and 
hence the analogs of the results of Section 4 are available only for any 
prescribed initial data separately. That is, unlike in the unconstrained case, 
one cannot in general dispense with this dependence of the optimal 
Markov control on the initial condition as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Consider a one-dimensional Brownian motion x -I- W(t), 
x E R, as our “controlled” process. Suppose the problem is to minimize 
e-tf(W’(t)+x)dt 1 
under the single constraint 
e-‘g(W(t)+x)dr 1 < 1, 
where f E C,(R) and g E C,(R) is given by 
g(x)=Oon(--,n-l]u[n+&cc), =Kon[n,n+l], 
By taking K sufficiently large, we can ensure that the constraint is violated 
for x = n + i. By taking n sufficiently large, we can ensure that it not 
violated for x = 0. This extreme example shows that the set of “feasible 
solutions” itself can change drastically with initial condition for the 
controlled problem and thus the theory above makes sense only for a fixed 
initial law in this case. 
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